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Det:eI:mining VocabIlary to Include in Language Materials:
An Exanple with Marketing Terms

Annela Teemant, Brigham Young Uni versi ty
Second language learning can become quite complex when
considering the grammatical, syntactical, morphological, phonological
and lexical aspects of a new language. Out of all these areas of
language study, it seems that the lexicon is the least understood.
Greenbaum (1974:79) observed that most American linguists have adopted
models that "allow little space for the treatment of vocabulary: the
relationship between words. . . is allocated to the two major
components, syntax and semantjcs, and the lexicon is seen as a ragbag
of the irregularities and idiosyncracies in language."
Some linguists such as Bolinger (1970:79) are making the lexicon
central to their studies of language, changing the role of grammar to
a subservient position as "the mechanism by which words are served."
Bolinger (1970:81) cites the title of an article written by Bernard
Tervoort to demonstrate the subordinate role of grammar: You Me
Downtown Movie Fun? "Given just the collocation of me and ~ on the
one hand and downtown, movie and fun on the other, the elements can be
combined in any order and the message comes through. . . The most
important thing is to get the words in" (Bolinger 1970:81).
As Bolinger (1970:81) has observed, words should be central to
our study of language because of the great quantity of information
contained in the lexicon. This view does not minimize the importance
of syntax or other aspects of language; rather, it is an attempt to
understand the lexicon, itself, as a significant entity.
Foreign students study English for diverse reasons. Students
seeking expertise in a particular field, such as in medicine or
business, study for special purposes. These ESL students are expected
to understand and synthesize materials on an advanced level. The goal
of advanced language study, as discussed by Marton (1978:14), is for
foreign students to acquire "near-native or native-live language
competence and performance, within a prescribed dialect, register, and
style." However, a lack of understanding for the lexicon and for the
possible collocates of a word can be two of the more serious obstacles
foreign students face in becoming native-like in their language
abilities.
Vocabulary is often presented to ESL students void of
contextualization and environment. Presenting vocabulary in isolation
will not expose ESL students to innumerble lexical relationships made
possible through various lexical combinations. Elkhatib (1984: 30)
observed that typical ESL training fails to expose students to a
word's basic "collocative patterns, i.e., which words it can occur
with. "
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One of the more difficult aspects of language learning for ESL
students is corning to understand what words collocate or are
co11ocab1e.
Lacking such knowledge, ESL students struggle to attain
native-like proficiency in their professional and academic work. There
is a definite need for ESL material developers to prepare materials
that expose students to a word's collocates: thus, helping ESL
students become more native-like in their cornrnunicaition.
In an effort to better understand the lexicon of our language and
to aid the second language learner of English, this paper will focus
on collocations peculiar to the field of marketing. This paper
attempts to answer this question: What collocations in marketing would
be useful for an ESL student in marketing to know?
Smith (1985:110), in his theory of reading, states that reading
is a process of identifying chucks -- meaningful units -- of language:
"We can read for meaning without the prior identification of
individual words, just as we can identify words without the prior
identification of the individual letters." Levine and Meh1 (1981:71)
suggest that words must be examined as semantic correlates of each
other. Hausmann (1979:195) also believes that originality can only be
achieved in a second language through a good grasp of that language's
collocations. In other words, students must develop an understanding
of and ability to identify meaningful semantic relationships between
words.
Greenbaum (1974:82) notes that, "A collocation in the language is
said to be a frequent co-occurrence of two lexical items in the
language." Greenbaum (1974:80) used the terms co11ocabi1ity and
co11ocab1e to mean potential co-occurrence: collocation and collocate
are used to mean frequent co-occurrence in the language generally or
in a particular field of language, such as marketing.
Knowing the collocates of a language increases one's ability to
understand and synthesize meaning; and, more importantly, to know what
combination of words are acceptable or unacceptable. Fillmore
(1968:379) presented the following sentence as an example of
unacceptable co1locabi1ity because the intent expressed does not fit
into the normal dimensions of mosquito ability: "The mosquito
swallowed the vice president."
Collocations of words are not restricted by word order, word
class, distance or collocation span. Expectancy seems to be the most
important factor to consider. For example, Greenbaum (1974:80) notes
that sequence is unimportant with the collocates of turn on. "Turn on
the 1ight/radio/TV/gas" is just as acceptable as "Turn the
1ight/radio/'IV/gas on" and "The light/radio/,IV/gas can now be turned
on." With these words it is the mutual expectancy that creates
collocates. Mutual expectancy can also be directional: rancid predicts
butter, stale predicts bread, but bread does not predict stale
strong1y:iSome collocations are 100% predictable: to and fro, and
spick and ~ (Greenbaum 1974:80).
There is no empirically satisfying solution to what collocational
span, the distance between collocates, is acceptable. Greenbaum
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(1974:80) suggests that "items are collocates of each other if they
belong to a single remembered set no matter how far apart they may be
in a stretch of language."
Native speakers of English intuitively know what combinations of
words would be acceptable or unacceptable. Native speakers are able to
predict word combinations based on their experience with the language.
Goodman (1970 :498) considers reading a psychological guessing game
based on just this principle of reader expectation or prediction.
Brown (1974:1) exemplifies this guessing process with the following
example: "••. if the word intense is used 'he knows', though he may
not 'know that he knows', that a word connected with either pressure,
heat, light, energy or feeling will follow."
Smith (1982:62) also addresses this concept of prediction or
expectancy in his writings on the reading process. He affirms that "We
do not look at a page of print with no expectation about what we shall
read next, instead we ask 'What is the hero going to do?' 'Where is
the villian going to hide?'" Smith (1982: 62) defines a prediction as
the "prior elimination of unlikely alternatives."
Many teachers of English as a second language feel that this
prediction process has been largely ignored in the ESL classroom
(Brown 1974:1; Smith 1983:5; Roos 1976:66; Murphy 1983:1). Student
errors in second language performance are often lexical in nature. ESL
educators see including collocational instruction in vocabulary
teaching as part of the solution to lexical errors:
According to Brown, vocabulary is not only a tool to
understand what is read or heard, but also a tool of
anticipation. To develop this skill of expectancy, the student
should have a firm knowledge of collocations . • . . (Smith 1983:
5)

.•• students often fail to realize the potential even of
words they know very well, because they use them only in a
limited number of collocations of which they are sure. It is
therefore essential to present a good number of typical
collocations when a word is first presented to the students
(Elkhatib 1984: 49).
The one notion that I would stress for us as languageteaching practicioners is the point that some words -- whether
you call them word associations or collocations-- ought to be
taught together (MUrphy 1983:2)

•

A study by Elkhatib (1984) examined the writing samples of
four Arab college freshmen studying English. In categorizing their
lexical errors, Elkhatib (1984: 30) found that some errors were
problems associated with lack of knowledge concerning col locative
patterns.
Another study by Westheide looked at oral and written samples of

•

."
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Dutch speakers learning German. Westheide (1983:163) noted that. out of
1,928 errors found, the largest number of errors were attributed to
unacceptable collocations: 289 collocational errors (15%). OUt of the
295 errors, 203 (69%) of the errors were related to verbs and their
possible collocates.
Goodman (1970:504) observed that readers must gain more skill in
making "more accurate first guesses based on better sampling
techniques, greater control over language structure, broadened
experiences and increased conceptual development." Material developers
can be instrumental in improving ESL students' abilities to make
successful first guesses and ppredictions 1) by identifying
collocations specific to particular fields, and 2) by creating
materials that produce more native-like collocational expectancy for
foreign students learning English for special purposes.
Collocations in the language have been studied in two ways.
First, given a sample of language, co-occurrences can be counted.
Second, completion tests have been employed as an instrument of
measure for collocability. Greenbaum (1974) used this second method in
comparing verb-intensifier collocations in American and British
English.
Research Design
Data were collected from three journals in marketing. Journals
wree chosen according to the reading needs of undergraduate students
in marketing. A professor in marketing suggested American
Demographics, Sales and Marketing Management and the Journal of
Marketing as the reading material most frequently used by
undergraduates. Because of availability, the 1985 issues of American
Demographics and Sales and Marketing Management, and the 1986 issues
of Journal of Marketing were used in this study.
After selecting the journals and the year to be examined from
each publication, specific issues were randomly selected. American
Demographics is published monthly; Sales and Marketing Management is
published sixteen times a year; the Journal of Marketing is published
quarterly. Each issue was assigned a number. Slips of paper were
prepared and numbered consecutively from one to sixteen. Two numbers
were randomly chosen to represent two issues from American
Demographics and Sales and Marketing Management; one issue was chosen
from the Journal of Marketing. '!he pages in these journals were then
renumbered consecutively, and a table of random numbers was employed
to get a 10% sample of material.
'D\BLE 1

Area
Areas
Constnner
Constnners

Cost
Costs
Econamc
Management

Market
Markets
Marketing
~ney

Product
Products
Sale
Sales

Salesman
Salesmen
Store
Stores
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Twenty marketing terms were arbitrarily selected (See TABLE 1
above), and then underlined throughout the 10% sample (55 pages) from
the journals. The sentence or phrase in which each term occurred was
entered into individual computer files. Each of the terms (key words)
initially had a separate file. However, because of insufficient data
to make the the distinction between singular and plural significant in
the search for collocates, some files were collapsed into a single
file. For example, the key words cost and costs became one file
cost/So TABLE 2 shows the 13 files used and the frequency of
occurrence of each key word in the corpus.
mBLE 2

KEY

l«H) ~

IN

cmros

tOP
KEY

<XXl1R-

tOm

RmCES

AREA!S
CONSUMER!S
COST/S
ECON:lMIC
MANAGElJlENT
MARKEr

MARKETS
MARKETI~

IDNEY

PRODUCT/S
SALE/S
SALESMAN/MEN

S'IORE/S

16
26
23
7
29
65
32
90
10
74
153
9
22

SDGJIAR

PLURAL

5
18
14
6
29
65

11

8
9
1
32

90
10
52
4
6
7

22
149
3
15

Using a Wordperfect program, the data in each individual file
were alphabetized. In this way, collocability was revealed in the
frequency of co-occurrences. Words which co-occurred with the key word
were considered strong collocates if they occurred four or more times
in the corpus. Co-occurrences were considered collocates, however
weak, if they occurred a minimum of three times. Only content words -nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs -- were considered in the search
for collocates. The copula, prepositions, articles, demonstratives and
sentence connectors were not considered.
Results & Discussion
This study proves that collocations do exist specific t.o
marketing: it provides concrete evidence about what those collocates
are: it exposes unanticipated relationships to the key words which
could be studied in greater depth: furthermore, it indicates which
collocates are significant and strong in the language of marketing.
TABLE 3 lists each key word's strongest collocates in root form.
In some cases many collocates were identified, but only the five
collocates of greatest frequency are listed in the table.
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AREA/s

6

CONSUMER/S

4
4

metropoli tan
service
spend
meeting
COST/S
FCON(l.UC
political
MANAGEMENT market
strategy
political
MARKEl'
business
level
strategy
MARKErS
test
MARKErI~
sales
strategy
plan
vice
president
management

3
3
6
6
7

PRODUCT/S

SALE/S

6
5
5
11

18

STORE/S

your
advertise
new
sale
purchase
$/%/#s
force
product
market
*representative
*incentive
department

16
12
9
8

6
33
13
11

10
9
9
7

11
9
7

6

*equal number of occurrences
The data support the hypothesis that significant collocations
exist specific to marketing. For example, there is overwhelming
evidence that sales and marketing collocate in close proximity,
usually as "sales and marketing." The word test, in its many forms,
only co-occurred with market/so Perhaps the strongest example of
collocates lies in the fact that force only collocated in this study
with the word sales, as in "sales force." On the other hand, some
high frequency collocates co-occurred with several key words in the
study. For example, strategy, in all its forms, collocated with
management, market, and marketing. Strategy, however, did not
collocate with markets, sales, or product/so The fact that some words
did and did not co-occur is also proof of the hypothesis that
collocative patterns exist specific to the language of marketing.
TABLE 4 summarizes the information on this study's high frequency
collocates; the table lists the key words with which these high
frequency collocates co-occurred. TABLE 4 also illustrates that in
some instances a collocate is restricted to one environment, such as
when force only collocates with sale/so
APPENDIX 1 presents a detailed listing of all significant
collocates identified for each key word. The APPENDIX lists the root
of each collocates, and then the variations of form to account for
plurals, verbs, and other word forms. It also provides a numerical
breakdown for each form's occurrence. For example, the root test was
identified as a collocate for markets. Test occurred in variation as
test, tests, and testing.
Some key words were in low frequency in the corpus: area/s,
economic, salesman/men, and money. Insufficient data on these key
words resulted in few or no significant collocations being identified.
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'l2\BlB 4
High FrequeIlCY Collocates , 'lheir Key Words

BIQI I'I<EQJI'2C!

an..ux:M:ES

.er

CXXIlRRElaS

mY~

MARKET

34

~, PRcnJCT/S, SALE/S

SALE/S

32

MANAGEMENT, MARKETING, PRODUCT/S

STAAnx:;'Y

20

MhNAGn-1ENI', MAP.Km', MARnTS. MARKETING

AD'JERTlSE

·19

PRODUCT/S, SALE!S

~N

17

MARKET, ~, SALE/S

ND-l

15

~, PRODUCl'/S, SALE!S

PRO:JUCI'

14

MARl<m', SALE/S

LEt\D

13

PROOOCT/S, SALE/S,

FORCE

13

SALE/S

VICE PRESIDENI'

11

~, SALE/S

TEST

11

MARKET, MARKETS

EXD:tJl'IVE

10

~,

SERVICE

10

~S, ~, SALE/S

~

10

crsr/S, SALE!S

FOLITICM.

10

EX:ON:MIC,

BUSINESS

9

W\RKET, PRODUcr/S

~GEl1ENl'

9

MARKETD(;, SALE/S

INCEm'lVE

9

SALE!S

(Xl·iPAm

9

PRooocr/S, SALE/S

MARKE"l'!N;

SALE/S

MARI<E"I'

•

For example, collected data on money and salesman/men revealed no
significant co-occurrences; data on area/s, cost/s, and economic
exposed only one collocate per key word. The limited number or lack of
collocates for these words can be explained in two ways: 1) the corpus
was too small to reveal collocability; 2) the key words chosen were
not actually significant in the language of marketing. In future
studies this problem could be avoided by selecting key words based on
what this study's data revealed as significant.
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It is also important to note that some collocates of key words
are questionable, even though they qualify as a collocate in terms of
frequency of co-occurrence. For example, golf (in data as golf and
golfer) appears as a collocate of the word sale/so The co-occurrence
of golf with sale/s is rooted in the nature and topic of the page
selected for examination, more than any actual oollocability between
the terms. The same issue of true collocability is in question when
international was listed as a collocate of management. Each of the
three co-occurrences carne from a bibliography which cited a journal by
the name of International Management. A larger corpus would counter
such baising elements; thus, creating more delineating standards as to
what does and does not qualify a word as a collocate.
While the samll corpus, biasing elements which create false
collocabilityor limit true collocability, and the possibility that
certain words were not actually significant in the language of
marketing can be seen as the main weaknesses of this study, the
results of this initial study provide sufficient reason to continue in
this line of research.
While some second language learners study for a general desire to
speak English, others are more specifically motivated by education and
employment opportunities. As material developers try to meet the needs
of students who study English for special purposes, the lexicon cannot
be ignored. The goal should be to develop more effective ways of
presenting vocabulary peculiar to specific areas, be it the lexicon of
marketing or peculiar to some other field.
This study proves that collocations do exist specific to
marketing; it provides concrete evidence about what those collocates
are. An increased knowledge about the lexicon of marketing will allow
material developers to create materials that produce more native-like
collocational expectancy for foreign students studying English. A good
grasp of what words are acceptable and unacceptable collocates in
marketing would improve the ESL student's ability to predict meaning,
as well as give them insight into the idiosyncrasies of the marketing
lexicon.
It would be useful in future studies to examine the exact
function of each word (key and collocate) in its clause or sentence.
While the appendix reveals the forms of collocates, each words
function remains ambiguous because of the way the data was analyzed.
More research is needed to further substantiate the results of this
ini tial study of the collocations in marketing. Other studies could
focus on form, function, frequency, and reader's expectations in
relation to collocability. A larger corpus could be acheived by
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employing a second instrument of measure: sentence completion surveys.
Employing both methods would increase the reliability of the results
and provide important data for comparison.
Conclusion
If the goal of second language instruction, as Marton (1978)
observed, is to aid students in developing more native-like
proficiency in understanding and synthesizing meaning, then second
language instructors and material developers must begin teaching
vocabulary in more native-like ways. There is a need to develop
materials that expose ESL students to information about the "company
words keep".
More research is needed to understand the lexicon and the
collocative patterns that exist within our language. Until such
research and information is available, educators can, at least,
benefit from an increased awareness of the importance of
contextualization in vocabulary presentation based on the findings
presented herein. A relatively new are of inquiry, the study of
collocates in English remains open with amply avenues for exploration.
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